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Key Points:

• AniMAIRE can simulate atmospheric radiation and electronics effects from any

inputted anisotropic distribution of particles hitting Earth.

• AniMAIRE predicts GLE71 dose rates between those of CRAC:DOMO and WASAVIES,

and event-integrated dose rates are found to require anisotropy.

• AniMAIRE has been made openly available online, such that anyone can run and

experiment with it, or contribute to the model through forking.
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Abstract

AniMAIRE (Anisotropic Model for Atmospheric Ionising Radiation Effects) is a new model

and Python toolkit for calculating radiation dose rates experienced by aircraft during

anisotropic solar energetic particle events. AniMAIRE expands the physics of the MAIRE+

model such that dose rate calculations can be performed for anisotropic solar energetic

particle conditions by supplying a proton or alpha particle rigidity spectrum, a pitch an-

gle distribution, and the conditions of Earth’s magnetosphere. In this paper, we describe

the algorithm and top-level structure of AniMAIRE and showcase AniMAIRE’s capa-

bilities by analysing the dose rate maps that AniMAIRE produces when the time-dependent

spectra and pitch angle distribution for GLE71 are inputted. We find that the dose rates

AniMAIRE produces for the event fall between the dose rates produced by the WASAVIES

and CRAC:DOMO models. Dose rate maps that evolve throughout the event are also

shown, and it is found that each peak in the inputted pitch angle distribution generates

a dose rate hotspot in each of the polar regions. AniMAIRE has been made available

openly online so that it can be downloaded and run freely on local machines and so that

the space weather community can easily contribute to it using Github forking.

Plain Language Summary

Occasionally an eruption occurs on the surface of the Sun, ejecting high energy par-

ticles into the solar system in what are known as solar particle events. If this eruption

of particles happens to hit Earth and have a sufficiently high kinetic energy, the parti-

cles can penetrate Earth’s magnetosphere and atmosphere, creating particle radiation

showers that increase radiation dose rates in Earth’s atmosphere. These situations are

known as Ground-Level Enhancements (GLEs), which occur once every few years on av-

erage. GLEs can cause issues in aircraft electronics and cause passengers and crew on

airplanes to experience heightened radiation doses. In this paper, we describe a new, openly

available model we’ve created to calculate dose rates in the atmosphere during GLEs,

called AniMAIRE. Most models that exist to date are only able to calculate radiation

dose rates when all particles are hitting Earth equally from all directions, however this

approximation is generally only reliable during the later stages of events, and isn’t ac-

curate for many GLEs. AniMAIRE has therefore been designed so that it doesn’t need

to rely on this approximation, and can calculate dose rates for situations where it is sup-

plied a direction-dependent particle flux. In this paper we also show and analyse the dose
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rate maps AniMAIRE produces when running across a GLE in May 2012, finding sev-

eral interesting results.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric radiation dose rates and Single Event Effects (SEEs) induced by Ground

Level Enhancements (GLEs) are one of the numerous hazards that space weather can

create on Earth (Shea & Smart, 2012; Meier et al., 2020; Dyer et al., 1989, 1990; Tobiska

et al., 2015). GLEs occur on average once every few years (Karapetyan, 2008; Usoskin

et al., 2015) and can cause large increases in radiation dose rates versus normal ‘quiet’

cosmic-ray-only conditions (Dyer et al., 2007; Copeland et al., 2008); for example, in-

creases by factors of 1000 or more versus quiet conditions could be expected on a time

scale of between 1 in 40 and 1 in 70 years (Dyer et al., 2017). The UK Royal Academy

of Engineering predicted that a large GLE could cause airline crew and passengers to

receive dose rates that exceed 20 times the recommended general public exposure limit

(Cannon et al., 2013). Radiation from these events could also cause electronics issues in

aircraft systems due to Single Event Effects (SEEs) (Normand & Baker, 1993; Taber &

Normand, 1993), potentially increasing pilot workloads if issues were to occur in mul-

tiple systems at once. It is self-evident that lowering the risk of these issues occurring

is important to both the airline industry as a whole and airline passengers. Therefore,

simulating the dose rates and SEEs an aircraft will experience during a large space weather

event is an important part of both understanding the dose rates aircraft will experience,

and developing dose rate mitigation strategies.

The simulation of atmospheric radiation levels is currently an active area of research,

and many models have been developed over the last few decades to model atmospheric

radiation. Many models have historically focused on simulating cosmic ray quiet time

dose rates. However, recent modeling work in the field has moved towards simulating GLEs,

although typically with assumptions of isotropy. In this paper, we discuss the develop-

ment and release of a new and openly available Python model for simulating anisotropic

dose rates due to incoming protons - called AniMAIRE. AniMAIRE is based on the physics

behind its precursor model, MAIRE+ (Hands et al., 2022), but with the additional fea-

ture that it can simulate dose rates during anisotropic conditions.
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The MAIRE+ model (Hands et al., 2022) was developed by the Space Environment

and Protection Group at Surrey Space Centre in collaboration with the UK Met Office

as part of the UK’s SWIMMR programme. MAIRE+ is a successor model to the pre-

vious QARM (Lei et al., 2004, 2005), and MAIRE (Lei, n.d.; Hands et al., 2016) mod-

els, using many of the same particle responses that were present in these. It is an isotropic

model with input conditions tailored for the UK airspace. Other major models that can

currently perform calculations during isotropic conditions include CARI-7 (Copeland,

2017), AVIDOS (Latocha et al., 2009) and NAIRAS (C. Mertens et al., 2009; C. J. Mertens

et al., 2013).

While isotropic models are more accurate during the later stages of most GLEs,

they are unable to accurately model dose rates during more anisotropic stages of GLEs

(typically the initial 30 minutes to 60 minutes of a GLE, although the stages and fea-

tures of a GLE vary considerably from event to event (Shea & Smart, 2012)). The only

currently used major models that we are aware of that can determine dose rates during

anisotropic conditions are WASAVIES (Kataoka et al., 2014; Sato et al., 2018), SIGLE

(Lantos & Fuller, 2003, 2004) and CRAC:DOMO by Mishev et al. (2015). SIGLE takes

an empirical approach to dealing with anisotropy, using the count rate increases at the

nearest ground-level neutron monitor to a particular flight to apply dose rate weighting

for anisotropy.

In contrast, WASAVIES takes a physics-based approach and effectively traces a full

simulation of solar particle injection profiles through the solar heliosphere to Earth’s mag-

netosphere. WASAVIES then traces particle directions through Earth’s magnetosphere

using the Tsyganenko 1989 model (Tsyganenko, 1989), and then converts the particle

spectra hitting Earth’s atmosphere into dose rates. It does all this using a combination

of pre-calculated response databases and real-time simulations. Fitting against exper-

imental measurements is used to determine the most appropriate injection profile for a

particular event.

The CRAC:DOMO model is similar to WASAVIES and also uses trajectory trac-

ing through Earth’s magnetosphere using the Tsyganenko 1989 model (implemented through

PLANETOCOSMICS (Desorgher, n.d.; Desorgher et al., 2006)) to convert particle dis-

tributions at Earth’s magnetosphere into dose rates. The key difference between CRAC:DOMO

and WASAVIES here is that CRAC:DOMO assumes nothing about the heliosphere and
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instead spectra and pitch angle distributions at Earth’s magnetosphere are directly in-

serted into the model, which are determined through a separate fitting model using ground-

level neutron monitor data.

Few atmospheric radiation models (isotropic or anisotropic) have been released openly

both in terms of running and for modification in general, which is likely one of the rea-

sons why so many models have been developed in general, as every group in the field has

so far had to create their own model to perform research. One positive recent develop-

ment has been the recent addition of models to NASA CCMC (Community Coordinated

Modelling Center, n.d.) system, for instance, NAIRAS (C. Mertens et al., 2023), for real-

time running, and the development of ESA’s Network of Models (NoM) (European Space

Agency, n.d.) where models can be run on-demand.

To aid the atmospheric radiation community, AniMAIRE has currently been re-

leased openly (Davis et al., 2024) on Github and PyPi, where it can be installed with

a single command using the most common Python package installer, ‘pip’ and run lo-

cally by any users with a moderate level of experience in Python. Links to AniMAIRE

and all of the software it depends on (including several additional useful software pack-

ages that were developed as part of this work) can be found in the Software and Data

Availability section at the end of this paper. One of the reasons why Python has become

so popular in the last decade in the scientific community as a whole is because of the ease

at which outputs from Python ‘modules’ such as AniMAIRE developed by users can be

fed into each other, and as AniMAIRE has been made open source it can be used in other

projects in the community as a dependency.

The source code of AniMAIRE is openly available for users who wish to investi-

gate the algorithm in more detail or for members of the community who wish to make

their own contributions and improvements to the software through Github ‘forking’ and

pull requests. We are also currently investigating adding AniMAIRE to the CCMC (Community

Coordinated Modelling Center, n.d.) and NoM (European Space Agency, n.d.) so that

users without Python experience can also perform calculations with AniMAIRE. More

details on how to access and install AniMAIRE and all its dependencies can be found

in the data availability section at the end of this paper.
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AniMAIRE therefore provides novel features to the community of being openly ac-

cessible, able to perform anisotropic calculations, a modular software design, and the abil-

ity to be run locally and as part of other future software.

2 The AniMAIRE Physics/Algorithm

Like MAIRE+, AniMAIRE uses altitude-dependent yield functions to convert an

energetic particle spectrum to a radiation dose rate at a given location on Earth. How-

ever, when the SEP spectrum is anisotropic, the spectrum which can be ‘seen’ from a

given location on Earth is specific to that location. Therefore, AniMAIRE calculates the

energetic particle spectrum, J(P ) for a given location on Earth as

J(P ) = F (P )× J∥(P )×G(α(P )) (1)

J∥(P ) is the SEP proton spectrum arriving along the ‘axis of symmetry’, i.e. the spec-

trum at the direction of maximum flux, as a function of particle rigidity P , which is usu-

ally close to the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) direction (Mishev & Usoskin, 2016;

Mishev et al., 2021). The anisotropy is accounted for through the pitch angle distribu-

tion, G(α(P )). The parameter α(P ) is the pitch angle between the asymptotic directions

corresponding to the given location and the location of the axis of symmetry. Since the

asymptotic direction at a given location is a function of the rigidity of the particle reach-

ing that location, the pitch angle is also a function of particle rigidity. Finally F (P ) is

a filtering function, with a value of 0 for forbidden values of P and 1 for allowed values

(see Cooke et al. (1991) for an overview of asymptotic directions and cut-off values).

J∥(P ) can also be set to be the cosmic ray spectrum, which can be calculated in

AniMAIRE through the DLR-modified ISO model (Matthiä et al., 2013) as implemented

in the CosRayModifiedISO Python module (Davis, 2024b). In this cosmic ray-only case,

G(α(P )) is set to be isotropic, i.e. always equal to 1.

The general AniMAIRE process for calculating dose rates and fluxes at a single lo-

cation is as follows:

1. Asymptotic directions are calculated for rigidities between 0.1 GV and 1010.0 GV

using MAGNETOCOSMICS (Desorgher, 2006, 2004) through the AsympDirsCal-

culator Python module (Davis, 2024a). Currently, only the Tsyganenko 1989 model
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(Tsyganenko, 1989) can be used, but more models could be added in future ver-

sions of AsympDirsCalculator.

2. The pitch angle between each asymptotic direction and the axis of symmetry is

calculated using the dot product of the asymptotic direction with the incoming

direction of the solar particle event. The pitch angle can be calculated using the

equation cos(α) = sin(Λ) sin(θs)+cos(Λ) cos(θs) cos(Φ−ϕs) given by Cramp et

al. (1997). The pitch angle distribution is assumed to be symmetric about this par-

ticular direction.

3. The full energetic particle spectrum is calculated using eq. (1).

4. The full energetic particle spectrum is multiplied by the relevant yield functions

for each of the output quantities and integrated with respect to rigidity. This is

achieved through the atmosphericRadiationDoseAndFlux Python package (Davis

& Lei, 2024).

A diagram of this procedure is shown in fig. 1.

A standard run of AniMAIRE takes as input any generic proton and/or alpha par-

ticle spectrum, a list of latitude/longitude pairs, a list of altitudes, pitch angle distribu-

tions, Kp index, the date and time for the run to correspond to, and reference pitch an-

gle coordinates (the location on Earth where the pitch angle is 0.0, i.e. the direction in

which the GLE is hitting Earth from). Many of these input parameters have default val-

ues so that a user doesn’t have to specify every parameter all the time - for instance, if

only a proton spectrum is specified, AniMAIRE will automatically calculate the Kp in-

dex using the PySpaceWeather Python module (Bender, n.d.) using the specified date

and time. Equally, if a date and time is not specified, AniMAIRE will use the current

date and time by default.

Spectra do not always have to be specified directly. AniMAIRE can calculate dose

rates from incoming cosmic rays as stated earlier, or through supplying parameters for

several standard GLE proton spectrum distributions. Examples of using these additional

methods can be found at AniMAIRE’s Github and PyPi pages, and AniMAIRE could

be relatively trivially expanded in the future by members of the space weather commu-

nity so that it can be directly run using spectra from other models.
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Figure 1: A diagram showing the general algorithm AniMAIRE uses, as well as the de-

pendency packages that were created as part of the AniMAIRE development process.
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3 Application to Cosmic Rays and GLE71

Links to all of the data and Jupyter Notebooks used to generate the plots in this

section can be found in the Software and Data Availability section at the end of this pa-

per.

To showcase the outputs that AniMAIRE can produce for anisotropic situations,

AniMAIRE was run across the time-dependent spectra and pitch angle distributions for

GLE71 reported in Mishev et al. (2021). GLE71 was a complex event, and Mishev et

al. found that it was best modeled using a double Gaussian pitch angle distribution with

a modified power law rigidity spectrum. They also found that the resulting distribution

agreed well with SEP measurements from the Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration

and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA)(Bruno et al., 2018) when integrated across

the whole event.

The spectra and pitch angle distribution for each time interval were fed into An-

iMAIRE to produce dose rate maps at each point in time throughout GLE71. The in-

put rigidity spectra equation corresponding to the GLE used was:

J∥(P ) = J0P
−(γ+δγ(P−1)) (2)

and the pitch angle distribution used was:

G(α(P )) = exp

(
− α2

σ2
1

)
+B exp

(
− (α− α′)2

σ2
2

)
(3)

Here, P is the rigidity in units of GigaVolts. Note that the pitch angle itself is a

function of rigidity P and is defined relative to the axis of symmetry of the incoming SEP

event, given with Φ and Λ. These parameters, as well as γ, δγ, σ1, σ2 and α′ were given

by Mishev et al. and were determined through their fitting method - although γ values

in the table are listed as negative and have to be multiplied by −1 to insert into eq. (2).

An example of the effect of multiplying the anisotropic spectra and pitch angle dis-

tribution together is shown in fig. 2, which shows the spectra for three different cases which

impact the latitude of 65.02° and longitude of 25.5° in the first timestamp of GLE71. The

isotropic spectrum is the raw spectrum, J∥(P ), from eq. (2), and the anisotropic spec-

tra are the spectra multiplied by the pitch angle distribution, as calculated by AniMAIRE,
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Figure 2: The GLE spectra for several different cases that are incident upon a latitude

of 65.02° and a longitude of 25.5°, the location of the OULU neutron monitor at the first

timestamp for the event. The vertical anisotropic spectrum is a direct multiplication of

pitch angle values with the isotropic spectra, which is why the anisotropic spectra are

always less than the isotropic spectrum here (the pitch angle distribution used here was

always less than 1, with a very conservative isotropic spectrum).

i.e. J(P ) from eq. (1). The latitude and longitude used were chosen somewhat arbitrar-

ily for this comparison but are the coordinate of the commonly used OULU neutron mon-

itor.

The anisotropic spectra are less than the isotropic spectrum at all points as the value

of the pitch angle distribution (G(α)) is always less than approximately 1 in this case.

The anisotropic spectra are also different in shape to the isotropic spectrum at lower rigidi-

ties, illustrating the complex effect of the pitch angle distribution on the spectra a co-

ordinate receives.

Dose rate maps for the first timestamp in GLE71 were generated for both cosmic

rays and anisotropic input spectra and are shown in fig. 3, and the effect of anisotropy
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on the spatial distribution of dose rates can be seen in fig. 3b versus the isotropic cos-

mic ray dose rates. Polar regions of heightened dose rates are the same approximate shape

and location as in an isotropic situation but contain a complex internal geographic struc-

ture. The double Gaussian pitch angle distribution that was used in this event causes

two subregions of higher dose rates in the polar region of each hemisphere. The location

of the peak dose rate in each of these subregions corresponds to the location with the

strongest connection through the asymptotic direction to one of the peaks. The subre-

gions corresponding to the 0.0 radian pitch angle peak contain the most intense dose rates,

which is to be expected as the 0.0 radian pitch angle peak represents the strongest pitch

angle weighting factors. While the subregions corresponding to the second pitch angle

peak at 2.38 radian contain lower dose rates, they encompass a wider area, which is likely

because the peak is broader than the first.

An effective dose rate map for the initial phase of GLE71 has been previously been

calculated using CRAC:DOMO and presented in Figure 5 of Mishev et al. (2015) for 39 kft.

This dose rate map shows some similarities to fig. 3b, but also some differences, likely

caused by a combination of factors. The southern hemisphere regions show the same 0.0

radian pitch angle peak dose rate feature between 50° and 100°; however, the map by

Mishev et al. shows no obvious sharp dose rate peaks in the northern hemisphere. A key

mapping difference here is that Mishev et al. used a smoothed 5° by 15° resolution, in

contrast to the 5° by 5° resolution in fig. 3b, so it is likely that many of the granular

features that can be seen in fig. 3b have been missed in the map by Mishev et al. Also

note that as is discussed later in this paper, the AniMAIRE dose rate yield functions likely

differ from those used by CRAC:DOMO.

Fig. 4 displays three dose rate maps calculated at three selected time periods dur-

ing the event. The three maps calculated for each time period were: an isotropic map,

an anisotropic dose rate map, and a total dose rate map, which combines the anisotropic

dose rate map with a background, cosmic ray dose rate map. An animated map show-

ing dose rates throughout the whole event has been attached in the supplemental ma-

terial for this paper, as well as outputted dose rate data files.

The anisotropic dose rate maps were calculated as described above. For the isotropic

dose rate maps, G(α(P )) was set to 1 for all pitch angles, α. This demonstrates the type

of result which can be achieved with isotropic-only models (which is a worst-case sce-
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Figure 3: Dose rates at 39 kft in altitude due to galactic cosmic rays are shown in fig. 3a.

The dose rates follow the structure of Earth’s magnetic vertical cut-off rigidities, peaking

in the polar regions. Dose rates due to the initial anisotropic GLE spectrum are shown in

fig. 3b. The crosses on fig. 3b are the locations where the connection of 1.5 GV protons

to the 0.0 radian pitch angle peak (coloured in white) and 2.38 radian pitch angle peak

(coloured in yellow) was found to be maximal for the north and south hemisphere.
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nario), using the method of Mishev et al. for isotropic dose calculation. This method is

also similar to that of Copeland et al. (2008). For total dose rate maps, the anisotropic

dose rate map was added to the cosmic ray dose map, which in this case was calculated

using the previously mentioned DLR-modified ISO model (Matthiä et al., 2013) as im-

plemented in the CosRayModifiedISO Python module (Davis, 2024b), supplied with a

pre-event OULU neutron monitor count rate of 106.54 cts/s.

Fig. 4 shows large differences between the isotropic and anisotropic situations at

the beginning of the event. The isotropic situation shows broadly the same dose rates

across the polar regions beyond a transition region. In contrast, for the anisotropic event,

there are two ”peaks” in the polar regions, corresponding to the dual peaks of the dou-

ble Gaussian pitch angle distribution, but with a complex geographic curved shape formed

due to the influence of Earth’s magnetosphere and asymptotic directions. As the event

proceeds over time, the anisotropic maps become steadily more similar to the isotropic

maps due to the spreading of the Gaussian widths for the pitch angle distribution. This

convergence over time towards a more isotropic distribution is common in GLEs (Shea

& Smart, 2012). However, noticeable differences in dose rate maps can be observed for

this event even 65 minutes after it began.

In addition to investigating dose rates as a function of location on Earth, the de-

pendence of dose rates on altitude in the isotropic case vs the anisotropic case has been

examined. The altitude dependence of dose rates is shown in fig. 5 for the isotropic case

in the polar region and at four polar coordinates surrounding Earth in the anisotropic

case.

While it is theoretically possible that the anisotropy could cause the effective dose-

altitude curve to vary in shape, the curves in fig. 5 all have similar shapes. There is nev-

ertheless some divergence in shape, particularly at higher altitudes. For instance, the lon-

gitude=0.0 ° and longitude=180.0 ° cases begin to diverge at about 13 km in altitude.

One question of interest that arises is whether or not anisotropy in the event is im-

portant for event-integrated doses, as anisotropy is typically only significant in the be-

ginning stages of an event. We find that for this event, the anisotropy is indeed impor-

tant, and this can be seen in the event-integrated dose maps shown in fig. 6.
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Figure 4: Effective dose maps for an altitude of 39 kft for an isotropic GLE71 spectrum,

the anisotropic GLE71 spectrum and pitch angle distribution, and the total (anisotropic

GLE + cosmic ray) dose for the anisotropic GLE71. As the isotropic spectrum is a worst-

case assumption, global dose rates are overall significantly larger across Earth in the

isotropic case than in the anisotropic case but are missing any of the complex anisotropic

structures that are present in the anisotropic case.
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Figure 5: Effective dose rates as a function of altitude at different polar latitude-

longitude locations. The isotropic distributions are larger in all cases, which is expected,

and the curves are similarly shaped but do vary in curvature, particularly towards higher

altitudes.
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Figure 6: Integrated dose maps across the full event as defined by the parameters

given by Mishev et al., which were fed into AniMAIRE for both the isotropic case and

anisotropic case at 39 kft (excluding the final 5 minute timestamp due to a minor numer-

ical issue with applying parameters to the supplied spectrum equation). Although the

event is mostly anisotropic during only the first half an hour, the anisotropy can clearly

be observed in the anisotropic map. This illustrates how the anisotropy must be con-

sidered to accurately assess the total dose a flight will receive, even if the anisotropy is

primarily dominant specifically at the beginning of an event.
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Wide hotspots of high dose rates in the polar regions can be observed in fig. 6b,

in contrast to the relatively flat polar dose rates in the isotropic case. This indicates that

the total dose experienced by an aircraft cannot be calculated accurately using only isotropic

assumptions - any aircraft positioned in one of the polar anisotropic hot regions at the

beginning of the event will accumulate a much larger dose than an aircraft positioned

at a different polar region.

4 Comparisons to other models

In addition to analysing the event, it was also possible to compare isotropic An-

iMAIRE GLE71 effective dose rates to dose rates produced by CRAC:DOMO and WASAVIES.

Fig. 7a shows isotropic GCR dose rates as a function of altitude compared with dose rates

given by CRAC:DOMO (Mishev et al., 2021) and WASAVIES (Sato et al., 2018). Com-

parisons with the GLE effective dose rates from CRAC:DOMO are shown in fig. 7b, and

comparisons with WASAVIES data are shown in figs. 7c and 7d.

The GCR dose rates given by CRAC:DOMO are consistently larger than those pro-

duced by AniMAIRE, particularly in the 20 kft to 40 kft range. The GLE effective dose

rates of CRAC:DOMO over time also follow a different profile to those produced by An-

iMAIRE, as the dose rates of CRAC:DOMO decrease at a much slower rate over time.

Interestingly, the opposite conclusions are true for the comparisons with WASAVIES dose

rates. WASAVIES dose rates are significantly lower than those produced by AniMAIRE;

however, the variation in dose rates over time matches extremely well, as does the ra-

tio between dose rates at different altitudes. This is illustrated in figs. 7c and 7d where

the AniMAIRE dose vs time curves match the WASAVIES curves remarkably well when

divided flatly by an arbitrarily chosen value of three.

A plausible explanation for the differences in shape and structure between AniMAIRE

and CRAC:DOMO is provided by the plot of cosmic ray comparisons shown in fig. 7a.

AniMAIRE’s cosmic ray-induced dose rates agree well with the WASAVIES cosmic ray-

induced dose rates above 15 kft. In contrast, the CRAC:DOMO cosmic ray-induced dose

rates are much larger than the AniMAIRE dose rates between about 20 kft and 35 kft.

This implies that AniMAIRE and WASAVIES use similar yield functions to calculate

dose rates from the incoming spectra but that the yield functions used by CRAC:DOMO

are much larger in the 20 kft to 35 kft region. This explains why the differences between
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Figure 7: Comparisons with maximum dose results from CRAC:DOMO and WASAVIES.

Comparisons between cosmic ray dose rates during GLE71 can be seen in fig. 7a. Com-

parisons with GLE-only effective dose rates from CRAC:DOMO are shown in fig. 7b, and

comparisons with WASAVIES data are shown in figs. 7c and 7d, where AniMAIRE dose

rates in fig. 7d have been arbitrarily divided by a factor of 3 to show how the relationship

between effective dose rates calculated by AniMAIRE and WASAVIES match extremely

well, except for differing by a flat factor, indicating that this difference likely arises from a

difference in input spectra normalisation.
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CRAC:DOMO and AniMAIRE’s dose rates in fig. 7b are largest in the 20 kft to 35 kft

region and it also explains why the AniMAIRE dose rate curves match the shape and

structure of WASAVIES but not CRAC:DOMO’s.

The fact that dose rates produced by AniMAIRE in this instance are significantly

larger than those predicted by WASAVIES is unsurprising as a previous study by Sato

et al. (2018) using WASAVIES on GLE69 found that the effective dose rates produced

were a factor of between 2 to 3 lower than prior published dose rates, including a fac-

tor of 2 lower than Mishev et al.’s model (now named CRAC:DOMO) for that GLE. Sato

et al. explain this as WASAVIES predicting lower spectral indices for some GLEs than

many other models, which also causes other parameters in WASAVIES to vary to com-

pensate, leading to lower predicted dose rates. Note that WASAVIES here calculated spec-

tral indices to a precision of 0.5, and that a spectral index of exactly 4.5 was used for

almost the entirety of the first hour of GLE71.

Overall, these comparisons show that the AniMAIRE results for GLE71 fall between

those of CRAC:DOMO and WASAVIES, but agree better with WASAVIES in terms of

altitude structure and time variations. In future work, it would be interesting for An-

iMAIRE to be run with other spectra and pitch angle distributions and compared to other

anisotropic models to see if these differences remain, and it would also be interesting for

comparisons to be performed using other spectrum calculation algorithms and magne-

tospheric models, which could be added to future versions of AniMAIRE.

5 Conclusion, and Future Possible Extensions

AniMAIRE is a new open-source toolkit for calculating radiation dose rates due

to GLEs and cosmic rays, and the openly available nature of AniMAIRE should provide

the community with an easy way to investigate how dose rates on Earth vary during anisotropic

conditions.

The analysis of the GLE71 dose rates calculated by AniMAIRE described in this

paper found several interesting results and showcases the capabilities of the model. Com-

paring the dose rates calculated with assumptions of isotropy and anisotropy highlights

the variation in predicted radiation exposure between the two methods. While this dif-

ference is most notable at early times, comparison of event-integrated dose rate maps
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shows that the proper treatment of the anisotropy in SEP protons is key to accurately

predicting dose rates during GLEs.

The dose rates predicted by AniMAIRE for GLE71 have also been compared to

those predicted by WASAVIES and Mishev et al. (CRAC:DOMO). The time-profile of

dose rates calculated with AniMAIRE agrees well with WASAVIES, although the dose

rates predicted by AniMAIRE are 3-4 times higher than those predicted by WASAVIES.

This discrepancy is consistent with previous comparisons which found WASAVIES pre-

dicted lower counting rates than other models. In contrast, the dose rates predicted by

CRAC:DOMO are higher than those predicted by AniMAIRE and decay much more slowly

in time. This may be explained in part by CRAC:DOMO employing yield functions which

result in a much higher dose at aviation altitudes.

The Pythonic design of AniMAIRE should mean it is relatively easy to plug into

other projects, and other members of the space weather community could connect An-

iMAIRE with their own tools. Some ideas that could be implemented in the future in-

clude adding GLE spectral calculations to AniMAIRE, perhaps for instance using the

MAIRE+ GLE spectrum algorithm (Hands et al., 2022). Another idea might be to add

options for using magnetospheric models other than Tsyganenko 1989 or even alterna-

tives to MAGNETOCOSMICS such as OTSO (Larsen et al., 2023). Finally, work is on-

going in collaboration with the Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) (Community

Coordinated Modelling Center, n.d.) at NASA and with ESA through their Network of

Models (NoM) (European Space Agency, n.d.) to create web interfaces for AniMAIRE

so non-Python users can perform runs without prior programming experience.

6 Software and Data Availability

AniMAIRE, and all of the software that have been developed as part of this project

have been released openly online. The AniMAIRE code itself is available at its home-

page on Github at https://github.com/ssc-maire/AniMAIRE-public . The README

file in the Github repository contains information on both how to install AniMAIRE,

and how to use it, including example commands and outputs. The Github repository also

contains two Jupyter Notebooks called AniMAIRE examples.ipynb, which can be run

by users to produce several example dose rate maps, and notebooks and data and figures

for paper/GLE71 plots for paper.ipynb, which was the Jupyter Notebook used to
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generate all of the plots and data used for this paper. All of the data and figures used

for this paper can also be found in the notebooks and data and figures for paper/

directory and subdirectories in the Github repository.

While AniMAIRE can be installed from Github directly, we would recommend users

actually install it using the command:

pip install AniMAIRE

in a Linux terminal. This command installs AniMAIRE from its PyPi page at https://

pypi.org/project/AniMAIRE/ and almost every package it depends on automatically,

without the need for any further commands. Note that if you use Windows rather than

Linux, you can easily install Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL) from https://apps

.microsoft.com/detail/9mttcl66cpxj, which is a Linux terminal that runs on Win-

dows systems (AniMAIRE was actually developed using WSL and has been tested on

the Ubuntu 20.04.6 LTS distribution of WSL).

The only additional package you need to additionally manually install at present

to run AniMAIRE is the Geant4-based MAGNETOCOSMICS package (Desorgher, 2006,

2004) (the AsympDirsCalculator package, which AniMAIRE currently uses, requires MAG-

NETOCOSMICS to calculate asymptotic directions and cut-off rigidities). MAGNETO-

COSMICS can be found and installed from https://cosray.unibe.ch/~laurent/magnetocosmics/,

and also from several other locations around the internet. If you are struggling to install

MAGNETOCOSMICS or have any difficulties or questions in general regarding AniMAIRE

installation and usage, please feel free to contact us through posting on the discussion

section at the AniMAIRE Github page, direct Github messaging, or by emailing us.

Some users may also be interested in separately using some of the Python pack-

ages AniMAIRE depends on (and which get automatically installed with AniMAIRE)

that we developed as part of this project, some of which we’ve found very useful on their

own for our research. These are:

1. ParticleRigidityCalculationTools (Davis, 2024c): This is a Python package for per-

forming simple conversions between kinetic energy and rigidity, and kinetic en-

ergy spectra and rigidity spectra. Its Github repository is at https://github.com/

ChrisSWDavis/ParticleRigidityCalculationTools and its installation page is
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at https://pypi.org/project/ParticleRigidityCalculationTools/ . Its Zen-

odo DOI is https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10992232 .

2. DoseAndFluxCalculator (Davis & Lei, 2024): This is a Python package for cal-

culating dose rates and single event effects due to a particular given particle spec-

trum hitting Earth’s atmosphere, by applying the yield functions from previously

developed MAIRE models (Lei, n.d.; Hands et al., 2022) to the inputted spectra.

Its Github repository is at https://github.com/ssc-maire/DoseAndFluxCalculator

and its installation page is at https://pypi.org/project/atmosphericRadiationDoseAndFlux/

. Its Zenodo DOI is https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10992476 .

3. CosRayModifiedISO (Davis, 2024b): This is a Python package for calculating spec-

tra due to cosmic rays given a particular date and time, solar modulation or OULU

neutron monitor count rate. It is based on a model developed by Matthiä et al.

(2013). Its Github repository is at https://github.com/ssc-maire/CosRayModifiedISO

and its installation page is at https://pypi.org/project/CosRayModifiedISO/

. Its Zenodo DOI is https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10992395 .

4. AsymptoticDirectionsCalculator (Davis, 2024a): This is a Python package for cal-

culating asymptotic directions and vertical cut-off rigidities. Currently it effectively

acts as a Python wrapper for running MAGNETOCOSMICS, although there have

been discussions to eventually change this to an optional dependency, and perhaps

add alternative models such as OTSO(Larsen et al., 2023). Its Github repository

is at https://github.com/ssc-maire/AsymptoticDirectionsCalculator-public

and its installation page is at https://pypi.org/project/AsympDirsCalculator/

. Its Zenodo DOI is https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10992606 .

Several animations can also be found in the supplemental materials of this paper

and in the AniMAIRE Github repository, which show the full progression of GLE71 maps

throughout the whole event. All of AniMAIRE’s releases, its data, and plots have been

archived on Zenodo at the DOI https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10992643,

and the licences for all bespoke software described in this paper can be found in the soft-

ware repositories.
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